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Abstract 
 
People, who play sheet music and use music stands, may have problems turning a page at 
a time without musical interruption.  The problems that could occur while playing music 
are the pages could get stuck together, multiple pages could get turned, or their fingers 
may slip and no pages will get turned.  When these problems occur, some musicians feel 
out of rhythm and they would rather go back to the beginning of the piece than keep on 
playing.  The Sheet Music Turner is a unidirectional turning device that reduces the 
amount of effort required by musicians while playing music.   
 
This report covers the entire design process from the initial background research and 
customer surveys in the fall quarter through the design of the prototype in the winter 
quarter to the final prototype fabrication and testing this quarter. The prototype consists 
of 3 main components spring-loaded page frames clip to the side of each sheet of music.  
Spring-loaded levers allow the sheets to be individually turned.  A foot pedal allows the 
users to turn the pages without using their hands. Testing of the prototype has shown that 
the device meets all of the design requirements in the proof of design statement.   
 
Input from individuals that tested the Sheet Music Turner made several recommendations 
for further product development.  Some of the key recommendations for further 
development would be to develop a foot switch that uses one pedal instead of two to turn 
the sheets of music and to develop a mechanism that is multi-directional.  The prototype 
that was created successfully turns sheets of music for musicians.  It was developed 
without battery power so there will never be a need to change batteries.  The time for a 
sheet to turn is around ½ second, the preload time is about 1 minute, and the device turns 
8 sheets of music.  The Sheet Music Turner is sure to reduce the amount of effort 
required by musicians while playing music. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
Imagine you are playing a violin in a high school orchestra.  There is an audience of 200 
parents, teachers, and friends in the community.  The pressure is on to perform.  As the 
sweat forms on your forehead while the music on the page is intensely focused on, a page 
is attempted to be turned.  Your fingers slip while attempting to turn the page. As a result, 
the page does not get turned.  You are behind the rest of the orchestra that is playing 
around you.  Now, you must attempt to turn the page and catch up with the rest of the 
orchestra.   
 

1.1 Problem Definition 
 
People who use sheet music and music stands may have a problem turning one page at a 
time without musical interruption.  There are four specific problems that will be dealt 
with in this project.  The four elements are: 1) turning the pages quick enough to keep up 
with the pace of the music, 2) taking your hands off the instrument to grab one page and 
then turn it, 3) pages getting stuck together when the musician tries to turn them, and 4) 
turning too many pages at one time.  Each of these problems will now be discussed more 
thoroughly. 
 
The first problem that the people who use sheet music and music stands have while 
performing music is turning the pages quick enough to keep up with the pace of the 
music.  Several musicians have been viewed in action and this does seem to be a 
problem.  It was viewed that some musicians turned the pages quick and were able to 
keep up pace while others were a little slower and took a minute to catch up with the rest 
of the orchestra.  Furthermore, each of my sisters, who are musicians, have been 
interviewed and told me that this was a problem.   
 
The second problem that the people who use sheet music and music stands have while 
practicing and performing is the taking their hands off the instrument to grab one page 
and then turn it.  This problem has been confirmed by watching a high school band that 
contained a brass and strings section.  It can clearly be seen that the musician has both his 
hands on the instrument and then he has to turn the page, he now has to remove one hand 
from the instrument to turn the page. 
 
The third problem that these musicians encounter is that pages get stuck together when 
they try to turn them.  Through the use of surveys found in Appendix B1, it was found 
that 90% of the musicians surveyed have encountered this obstacle while playing music.  
This problem can surely cause the musicians a headache while playing music because if 
the pages get stuck together, the musician has to wrestle with them with one hand and not 
make to much noise to distract the musicians playing around him. 
 
The fourth major problem that will be addressed is the problem of turning too many 
pages at one time.  From talking to musicians, I have found that this problem usually 
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occurs because the musicians are trying to rush to turn the page to keep up with the pace 
of the music.  Through the use of surveys found in Appendix B1, it was found that 80% 
of the musicians either agree or strongly agree that this is a problem. 
 
All of these problems lead to the creation of the Sheet Music Turner.  For each of the 
problems, a mechanical solution was created to solve the problems.  Each of these 
sections of the solution combines to create a prototype that turns sheets for the musician.  
There are several limits to the early prototype.  First, the device is uni-directional 
meaning it will turn pages one way only and that direction being from right to left 
(Conventional turning direction).  Next, the user has to individually load in the pages. 
 

1.2 The Design Solution  
 
The first problem that needed to be addressed was the problem of turning the pages quick 
enough to keep up with the pace of the music.  To solve this problem, torsion springs 
were used.  They were chosen because they are meant to provide a rotational force that in 
this case would be used to turn the pages.  They are located around the base shaft over the 
spring bushing and one end puts a force on the page-frame, the other puts a force on the 
spring-support as can be seen below in Figure-1 Sheet Music Turner.  When the springs 
are compressed, the page-frames are on the right side of the diagram behind the control 
levers.  When one control lever moves forward, one frame releases and moves forward 
due to the force of the spring. 
 

 
Figure 1 Sheet Music Turner 

 
The next problem element that musicians encounter is taking their hands of the 
instrument to grab the music.  To solve this problem, a foot switch was used to enable the 
musician to activate the controls to turn the page without using their hands.  A foot 
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switch was decided upon because the musician’s hands cannot be used to operate the 
controls.  The foot switch consists of two pedals, which pull control cables.  The cables 
are routed from the cable puller on the foot switch through the cable guide on the foot 
switch and then up through the cable guide on the Sheet Music Turner mechanism and 
then finally attaching to the lower half of the control lever. When a pedal is depressed, 
the cable pulls the lower portion of the control lever that causes the control lever to move 
forward.  When the control lever moves forward it releases one of the page tabs causing 
one page to index.  The pedals must be depressed alternately example (Left, Right, Left) 
this is because the page tabs are positioned Top then Bottom then Top on every other 
page frame.  If a pedal gets depressed twice it will only advance one page, but if both 
pedals get depressed all pages will advance.  A diagram of the foot switch that was 
developed can be seen below in Figure-2 Foot Switch Assembly. 
 

 
Figure 2 – Foot Switch Assembly 

 
The next problems that occurs for musicians are that the pages could get stuck together 
when the musician tries to turn them and that sometimes musicians turn too many pages 
at one time. To address these problems, it was decided that each page would have to be 
mechanically separated somehow.  Frames were devised that would clip to the side of a 
sheet of music.  The musician would then feed the pages of the sheet music into the page-
clips.  This would eliminate the possibility of the pages getting stuck together while the 
musician is playing because each of the pages has been pre-separated. This also 
eliminated the possibility that the musician could turn too many pages at one time. 
 
After each one of the individual problems was solved, measurable performance 
objectives were created.  These performance objectives allowed the performance of the 
mechanism to be evaluated scientifically.  All of the measurable objectives have physical 
units for example pounds, seconds, and inches. 

 

1.3 Measurable Objectives 
 
To develop the measurable product objectives, the solution elements were viewed and 
then given a quantifiable numbers that would serve as design goals throughout the design 
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process.  For organizational purposes, a table was made that includes the problem 
elements, solution elements, and measurable objectives for this project.   
 
The first measurable objective deals with the speed that a sheet of music is turned.  After 
viewing several musicians in action, it was found that the average speed a sheet of music 
is turned is about 3 seconds.  Violin players were focused upon because they have the 
toughest time with a bow in one hand and an instrument in the other. 
 
The second measurable objective deals with the force to depress a foot switch.  This 
objective was set after using weights at my house.  It was found that it did not take much 
effort to press with 5 pounds of force. 
 
The third measurable objective is the preload time.  This value was set by the designer 
because if the musicians had to spend any longer than 2 minutes preloading the 
mechanism they would probably not want to use it. 
 
The last measurable objective listed in the table below deals with the number of sheets 
the mechanism will turn.  After distributing a survey to musicians who might use this 
product, it was established that most musicians would need the device to turn at least 14 
sheets of music.  Therefore, the performance goal was set at 16 sheets because it is 
slightly more than the average number. 
 

Table 1- Design Information 
Problem Elements Solution Elements Measurable Objectives 

Turning the pages quick to keep 
up with the pace of the music 

Spring loaded pages that will 
advance quick 

Page will turn in 3 seconds 
or less 

Taking hands off the instrument to 
grab the music 

Foot Switch used to turn the page It will take less than 5 
pounds of foot force to 

depress pedal. 
Page could get stuck together 

when musician tries to turn them 
Clips to slide around pages Sheet Music turner will have 

a preload time of 2 minutes 
or less 

Too many pages get turned at one 
time 

Multiple frames with clips 
attached to individual pages to 

turn the pages in book 

Sheet Music Turner will turn 
16 pages (Page = one side 

only) 
 

 

1.4 Scope of Report 
 
The remaining sections of this report will discuss the entire design process beginning 
with research and product development and then leading to concept selection and then to 
the design process.  After the design process has been discussed, a brief overview of 
fabrication and assembly will come.  The remaining sections of the report will include 
testing and validation procedures and the report will end by presenting the 
recommendations and conclusions for further product development. 
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2.0 RESEARCH AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 
 
Research for the prototype included a patent search for similar devices and research of 
music stands out on the market now.  Each of these topics will be discussed in the 
following sections to come. 

2.1 General Research  
 
Many music stands are commercially available, but they are not designed to withstand the 
load of a mechanism at the top of the stand.  They usually have weight limits and most of 
them have a maximum weight limit of 8-10 pounds [2].  A sturdy stand will need to be 
chosen and tested to verify it can support at least 10 lbs.  Music stands have a price range 
from $15.00-$45.00 [2].  Generally, the more expensive stands, figure 3, are more stable 
and are not collapsible.  The cheaper stands, figure 4, are collapsible, but they are not that 
sturdy and would not be able to support the page-turner. 
 
 

    
 
                      Figure 3 Wilson Encore Music Stand [2]                                    
                                                                                                     Figure 4 Generic Music Stand [2] 

 

2.2 Patent Research 
 
There are currently none of these devices out on the market, but several page turning 
devices have been patented.  The first page-turner patent # 5,493,943 is a page-turner that 
is designed for tabletop use; it is big and bulky see Figure 5 [5].  The device has belts to 
allow the page turning device to move horizontally and vertically.  This type of a setup 
would not be practical for a music stand; it probably wouldn’t even be practical for a 
tabletop.  The second page-turner found was patent # 5,962,801, it turns a limited number 
of pages by using a plurality of page discs located within a housing [1].  A servomotor 
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and a series of cams and gears turn the discs.  It is highly complex.  There is no clear 
drawing showing this invention.  The third page-turner found was patent # 6,049,033, 
figure 6; it is a page-turner that is designed mainly for books and sits on a big stand [3].  
It incorporates a servomotor along with a spring wiper, it works well with books that are 
nearly horizontal, but would not be good for a book that is nearly vertical.  It is mainly 
for tabletop applications.  The last page-turner found was patent # 6,215,058, figure 7; it 
uses a series of gears, cams, and rods to turn the pages [6].  It can be enclosed in a case, 
but is still fairly complex.  It also is not designed for use on a stand. 
 

    
        
         Figure 5-Page Turner, Patent # 5,493,943  [5]                                   

Figure 6-Page Turner, Patent # 6,049,033 [3] 
 

 
 

 
                                                        Figure 7 Page Turner, Patent # 6,215,058 [6] 
 
Furthermore, only two articles have been uncovered that refer to an automatic page-
turner.  For one device, the application is for people who are disabled and can only 
communicate to the world through a wheelchair mounted head switch [4].  It enables 
them to read any material without assistance.  The other invention is similar except that it 
is meant to be a tabletop device for turning pages of books, binders, and magazines.  The 
device incorporates suction cups for lifting the pages and a swiper arm for turning the 
pages.  The device is very bulky.  These are the only devices that have been found which 
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turn pages automatically.  Moreover, they are all very complex and are not specifically 
geared towards musicians. 
 

2.3 Customer Survey 
 
In the fall quarter, two surveys were produced to aid in the design of the prototype.  Both 
surveys were distributed to potential customers of this product.  Customers could be any 
musician who plays a musical instrument and currently uses a music stand.  The surveys 
can be found in Appendix B.  Questions were evaluated by utilizing the lichert scale.  
This gave a value for how much the customer agreed with the question.  A N/A response 
was included in case the person taking the survey did not understand the question. 
 
The sample size of each survey was 30 students ranging from elementary school to the 
college level.  Surveys were distributed to musicians in the orchestra and band at Oak 
Hills High School and at the University of Miami at Oxford.  Several neighborhood kids 
also filled out the survey because they could be potential customers. 
 
The first survey, the problem survey found in Appendix B1, was used to establish that 
there was a valid problem worthy of a senior design thesis.  The next survey, the product 
survey also found in Appendix B1, asked potential customers about certain qualities they 
may want in a Sheet Music Turner.  Together, these surveys conveyed what the customer 
requirements were.  The results of the customer surveys can be found in Appendix B2. 
 
Key Customer Requirements 
 

• Device will turn pages quick 
• Device won’t break if bumped 
• Easy to see the music 
• Device should have minimal setup time 
• Device should be fairly light 

 2.4 Quality Function Deployment 
 
A QFD analysis was performed to determine the design requirements and specifications 
for the project.  The information for the QFD analysis was gathered from the customer 
surveys, talking to potential customers, and my own experience.  The QFD matrix can be 
found in Appendix B3 (House of Quality) 
 
From the QFD analysis, it was determined that the design of the page-dividers and the 
material selection of the dividers were the two most important items to consider. 
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2.5 Design Requirements and Specifications 
 
From the QFD analysis, the surveys, and watching the customer, design requirements and 
specifications were found.  The design requirements for the page turning mechanism are 
as follows: 
 

• The page turner will turn at least 16 pages of music (1 page = one side only) 
• The page turner will turn a page in 3 seconds 
• The page turner will have a total preload time of 2 minutes 
• The page turner will weigh no more than 10 lbs 

 
 
Note: A copy of my proof of Design statement can be found at the end of the report in 
Appendix A1. 
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3.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 
 

3.1 Alternate Designs  
 
To begin the design process, 4 possible designs or methods that could be used to solve 
the problem were developed.  A selection process was then used to determine the best 
possible design candidate.  The methods are as follows: 
 
Method 1:  Uses divider frames and clips to secure the pages, torsion springs for 
advancing the pages, and electrical solenoids to control the indexing of the pages. 
 
Method 2:  Uses divider frames and clips to secure the pages, helical extension springs 
for advancing the pages, and electrical solenoids to control the indexing of the pages. 
 
Method 3:  Uses a friction wheel to lift the page slightly, a swiper arm to advance the 
page, and electric circuitry to control these operations when a foot switch is depressed. 
 
Method 4:  Uses divider frames and clips to secure the pages, a slider-crank mechanism 
to advance the pages, and some type of track to ensure that the page divider is in the 
correct location. 
 
Note: Diagrams of the alternate methods can be found in Appendix G. 

3.2 Weighted Objective Selection Method 
 
The weighted decision matrix was used to determine which concept to select for the 
design process.  This method allows for a comparison for all the methods by utilizing a 5-
point scale and weight factors.   

 
Table 2 – 5-point Scale 

0 Inadequate 
1 Weak 
2 Satisfactory 
3 Good 
4 Excelent 
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Table 3 – Weighted Decision Matrix 
Criterion  Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Method 4 
 Wt. Fact. Score Rating Score Rating Score Rating Score Rating 

Less Noise .10 4 .40 3 .30 2 .20 2 .20 
Ease of 
Manf. .15 4 .60 4 .60 1 .15 1 .15 

More 
Compact .05 3 .15 3 .15 3 .15 1 .05 

Less Maint. .10 4 .40 4 .40 2 .20 3 .30 
Less Parts .05 2 .10 2 .10 3 .15 3 .15 
Reliability .30 4 1.20 4 1.20 1 .30 2 .60 
Less 
Weight .10 2 .20 2 .20 3 .30 2 .20 

Less Cost .15 4 .60 4 .60 1 .15 3 .45 
          
   3.65  3.55  1.60  2.1 

 
Based on the Weighted Decision Matrix, Method 1 was chosen as my preliminary design 
because it had the highest numerical value.  This concept seemed the simplest and most 
reliable of all of the concepts. 
 
Upon assembly of the mechanism, an unforeseen problem occurred.  The solenoids 
chosen did not have enough force to allow the pages to index.  Internal binding of the 
solenoids was the problem that occurred when a force was applied at right angles to the 
solenoid.  A search was performed for another set of solenoids, but none were found.  A 
new indexing method was devised to allow the pages to index; it uses spring-loaded 
levers that are cable-controlled by a foot-switch.  This worked well and was quite, so it 
would not interfere with the music.  A preliminary diagram of this idea can be found in 
Appendix G. 
 

3.3 Analysis of Mechanism 
 
The mechanism was designed for assembly component by component.  A safety factor of 
2 or more was applied to each component.  The process that was used for the design is as 
follows: 
 

A. Preliminary design of Page Frames 
B. Selection of Torsion Springs 
C. Verification and redesign of Page Frames  
D. Selection of Bushings 
E. Center Shaft Analysis 
F. Page Clip Selection 
G. Page Shearing Analysis 
H. Control-Bracket Design 
I. Return Spring Selection 
J. Foot Switch Base Design 
K. Foot Plate Design 
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L. Foot Plate Angle Design 
M. Base Tube Design 
N. Cable Selection 

 
3.3.A Preliminary Design of Page Frames 
 
To develop a preliminary design for the page-frame, several parameters were used.  They 
were as follows: the geometry of a sheet of paper, the geometry of the book rest of the 
mechanism, combined with a material that could be easily welded. 
 
¼” 1018 steel rods were chosen because they are cheap, fairly sturdy, and can be easily 
welded.  Initially, their were no forces to work with, so a frame was developed that would 
work. 
 
The preliminary design that was developed can be seen below. 
 

 
Figure 8 - Music Frame 

 

Upon construction of the mechanism as was mentioned above, the frames were changed 
to an all aluminum design.  This was chosen because it would be lighter and all of the 
pieces could be screwed together, this eliminated the problem of welding the ¼” steel 
rods and it also eliminated the problem of bending the rods to specific dimensions and 
tolerances.  The newly designed Music frames can be seen below in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9 – Current Music Frame 

 
3.3.B Torsion Spring Selection 
 
To select the torsion springs; a relationship was needed between the spring that was 
selected and the amount of time that it would take to propel the page.  The problem was 
that springs are listed with a force, and there is no relationship to time because it depends 
upon the mass of the item it is pushing.  To solve this problem, the following equations of 
physics were used. 
 

αI=Τ  
2**5. tto αωθ +=  

αθωω 22
0

2 +=f  

k = M/θ 
 

The initial torque value of the spring was combined with a value for the moment of 
inertia of the biggest page-frame.  These values gave an initial value for acceleration of 
the page.  The initial value of angular velocity was assumed to be zero because the frame 
starts at rest.  .01 sec increments of time were used and an angular displacement for the 
first finite interval was able to be calculated.  This value was substituted into the last 
equation and a value for the angular velocity at the end of the first interval was found.  
The last equation was then used to find a new value of torque given the amount of 
displacement that the spring had undergone.  This gave a new value for acceleration and 
the process was repeated until the spring displacement was equal to 180 degrees. 
 
The torsion spring selected makes the page index at around ¼ second. 
 
The spreadsheet and calculations that were used for this analysis can be found in 
Appendices E1 and E2.   

 
3.3.C Verification of Page Frames  
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To determine if the page-frames would fail, they were analyzed at the worst-case 
conditions that are when they will impact the page-frame.  To perform this analysis, the 
dynamic forces on the frame were needed.  To determine these forces the farthest part of 
the rod was analyzed as a particle.  The mass used was on the side of the rod that the page 
clips will be mounted upon.  It was then applied the information in the spreadsheet to the 
following formula: 
 

ρ

2* vmFt =  

 
Using the highest forces created by the spreadsheet, the page frames were analyzed for 
failure upon impact with the book rest.  The book rest was then analyzed for failure upon 
impact of the frame. 
 
The top and bottom portions of the frame were analyzed as bending upon impact since 
that’s what’s happening.  The book rest was also analyzed as a bending member since 
that is the only force occurring.  Calculations can be found in Appendix E. 
 
The stresses were both found to be within reason. 
 

Book Rest Stress = 6,264 psi 
Material is Low Carbon Steel 

Yield Strength ≈53,000 psi 
 

Page Frame Stress = 13,255 psi 
Material is 6063 Al  

Yield Strength = 21,000 psi 
 

3.3.D Bushing Selection 
 
A set of bushings were selected that would carry both a radial and an axial load.  This 
will allow the page frames to rotate smoothly around the center shaft of the page-turner.  
A flanged bearing was preferred because this would allow for space between the frames 
in the mechanism. 
 
Based on the geometry of the music-frames a set of bearings with a 3/8” 
internal diameter were found.  A 3/8” diameter shaft was chosen 
because it allowed for a fairly high load to be applied to it before failure.  
A new set of bearings would have been selected if the shaft analysis had 
led to a failure. 
 
 

Figure 10 Bushing 

 
The bearings that were selected are SAE 841 Bronze Thrust and Flanged Bearings.   
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3.3.E Center Shaft Analysis 
 
The center shafts were analyzed at the highest loading conditions that occur when the 
levers hold the springs.  The shaft was treated as a distributed load because it has a force 
of 4.616 pounds applied every ¾”.  It was then treated as a standard member in pure 
bending. 

Shaft Stress = 22,751 psi 
Shaft Material = 1018 Steel 
Yield Strength = 53,700 psi 

 
The shaft was then analyzed for deflection to verify that it would not flex too much under 
load 
 

Maximum Deflection = .04 inches 
 

This was acceptable, so the 3/8” shaft was chosen.  Calculations for this analysis can be 
found in Appendix E5. 
 

3.3.F Page Clip Selection 
 
A page clip was chosen that had a low profile and would also 
allow the user to load the pages very quickly.  The page clip 
that was chosen to be used is a clip that currently works as a 
page tab while the musician plays the music.  It is made out of 
ABS plastic and is very light and durable.  It can be seen below 
in Figure 11 – page clip. 
 

 
Figure 11 – Page Clip 

 
3.3.G Page Shearing Analysis 
 
Once a page clip was selected, the page was analyzed for shearing.  To perform this 
analysis a simple test was constructed that determined the shearing force of a piece of 
sheet music by using the selected clip above and a spring scale.  It was found the page 
would shear when a force of ≈ ¾ lb was applied at a right angle to the page.  A diagram 
of how this test was performed can be seen in Appendix E6. 
 
The tangent force found in the spreadsheet was the distributed as a force only on the 3 in. 
clip.  These forces were less than the force found to shear the page, so I concluded that 
the pages would not shear. 
 

3.3.H Control-Bracket Design 
 
The control bracket is the bracket that has the spring-loaded lever mounted to it.  It was 
designed around the highest loading conditions that occur when there are 8 page frames 
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putting force on the bracket.  The bracket was analyzed as a member undergoing tensile 
and bending stresses. 
 

Bracket Stress = 66.8 psi 
Material = 6063 Aluminum 
Yield Strength = 21,000 psi 

 
Calculations for the control bracket can be found in Appendix E7.  For information 
regarding dimensions of the control bracket refer to drawing APT-7 in the drawing 
Appendix F. 
 

3.3.I Return Spring Selection 
 
Based on the geometry of the control lever and where the music frame’s pin would 
contact, a spring was selected to provide the force to hold the control lever against the 
lever stop.  Calculations for the selection of the spring can be found in Appendix E8.  A 
spring that met the requirements was found at the local hardware shop, Hader Hardware. 
 

3.3.J Foot Switch Base Design 
 
To design the base for the foot switch, a force of 100 lbs was applied in the center of the 
plate.  A 100 lb force was used to ensure that the plate would not fail under repeated 
loads from someone’s foot.  the plate was treated as a fixed member in bending, a safety 
factor of 2 was used which determined a thickness for the plate. 
 

Material = 6063 Aluminum 
Yield Strength = 21,000 psi 

Allowable Stress = 10,500 psi 
Design Stress = 8,000 psi 

 
Calculations for the foot switch base design can be found in Appendix E9. 
 
3.3.K Foot Plate Design 
 
The footplate is the part that the foot will repeatedly depress.  To design this part, a load 
of 60 lbs was assumed.  A high force was used because some one might step on the 
switch pretty hard.   
 
The plate was analyzed as a beam in bending since that is what will occur when it is 
depressed. 
 

Material = 6063 Aluminum 
Yield Strength = 21,000 psi 

Allowable Stress = 10,500 psi 
Design Stress = 10,800 psi 
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The design stress is slightly higher than the allowable stress for this part because this size 
of plate will already be purchased for other components in the mechanism.  It will be 
cheaper for to use this plate.  It is still very safe, and it will not fail because the design 
stress is much lower than the yield strength of the material. 
 
Calculations for the footplate design can be found in Appendix E10.  For information 
regarding the geometry of this part refer to the assembly drawing of the foot switch or to 
drawing APT-32. 
 
3.3.L Foot Plate Angle Design 
 
The footplate angle was designed to support half the load that the foot plate could get or 
30 pounds.  The angle was analyzed as a fixed beam in bending. 
 

Material = 6063 Aluminum 
Yield Strength = 21,000 psi 

Design Stress = 741 psi 
 

Calculations for the footplate angle design can be found in Appendix E11.  For 
information regarding the geometry of this part refer to the assembly drawing of the foot 
switch or to drawing APT-23. 
 
3.3.M Base Tube Design 
 
The base tubes are the tubes that will transfer the force to the ground.  To design these, a 
force of 50 pounds or half of the foot-switch-bases load was used.  The tubes were 
analyzed as members undergoing compressive stresses. 
 

Material = 6063 Aluminum 
Yield Strength = 21,000 psi 

Allowable Stress = 10,500 psi 
Design Stress = 66 psi 

 
Calculations for the base tube design can be found in Appendix E12.  For information 
regarding the geometry of this part refer to the assembly drawing of the foot switch or to 
drawing APT-29. 
 
3.3.N Cable Selection 
 
A cable was selected to transmit the linear motion between the foot-switch and the 
control-lever on the book rest.  A cable was chosen that could transmit at least a 60-
pound force because that is the same value that was used to analyze the foot plate of the 
foot switch.  A bicycle cable was chosen because it performs this operation flawlessly on 
a daily basis.  The diameter of the wire is .050 inches and it is made out of steel.  A quick 
tensile stress calculation led to the maximum force that this cable could support.  The 
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maximum force was found to be 105 pounds.  This is much greater than the worst-case 
scenario force, so it was selected. 
 
 

3.3.0 Foot Switch Torsion Spring Selection 
 
To find a spring that would work for this application, all that was needed was the weight 
of the components that the torsion spring would support.  These parts were all made out 
of aluminum and the weight of the parts was found to be 1 pound.  The torsion springs 
selected were able to support 10 in-lb at a 2” radius from the center shaft.  This is much 
greater than is needed to support the weight of the foot plate and angles. 
 
Due to the geometry of the assembly, A spring was selected with a much greater value of 
torque than is needed, but it will still work. 

3.4 Design for Assembly and Manufacture 
 
As the components were designed, considerations for manufacturing and assembly were 
used.  The number of parts was decreased wherever possible.  Similar materials and sizes 
were also used wherever possible to avoid ordering a lot of scrap for the project.  The 
guidelines for DFM and DFA that are listed in the Engineering Design book from product 
development were followed when the prototype was being designed.   
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4.0 PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

4.1 Fabrication 
 
The device was fabricated using the facilities at the College of Applied Science and at my 
garage at home.  The materials for the design were purchased through vendor catalogs 
and at Home Depot. 
 
The following machines were used to fabricate the design: a drill press, a band saw, a 
hacksaw, a stick welder, a bending press, and a brake. 

4.2 Prototype Testing 
 
30 local musicians ranging from elementary school to college level tested the prototype.  
The musicians were randomly selected from the Oak Hills High School and Miami 
University at Oxford band and orchestra.  Each subject that used the Sheet Music Turner, 
used it sitting down and standing up.  This was to ensure that the prototype was tested in 
both positions.  After the user tested the prototype, a performance survey was filled out.  
The results of the performance survey can be found in Appendices H2 and H3.  The 
results of these surveys were then analyzed and conclusions and recommendations for 
further product development were made.  Further development of this prototype will be 
discussed in the conclusion of this report. 
 
The direct conclusions that were gathered from the surveys and from observing the 
musicians use this product were that the prototype is easier to use standing up than sitting 
down.  This is probably because of the angle of the foot pedals.  Next, it was observed 
that the pedals are easier to use on a hard surface such as linoleum or hardwood that it is 
on a soft surface such as concrete.  Another observation was that some younger 
musicians have problems preloading the sheet music book into the mechanism.  In 
addition to these observations the prototype was viewed to consistently turn sheets of 
music for the musicians.  It was found to turn the pages quick enough and that once the 
Sheet Music Turner is preloaded, it is easy to use.  

4.3 Time Schedule 
 
The time schedule was followed with minimal deviation throughout the past two quarters.  
The schedule was about 1 week ahead of my progress throughout the senior design 
process until Mid April where the schedule was about 3 weeks ahead of my progress.  
The schedule was designed with an accelerated approach to ensure that the prototype 
would be constructed on time.  The design freeze occurred on time, but due to internal 
binding of the electrical solenoids a new system of controls was devised.  The prototype 
was fabricated on time and under budget.  The prototype assembly was completed two 
weeks before Tech Expo on May 3. 
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4.4 Budget 
 
In the fall quarter a budget was created for the project.  The budget turned out to be 
grossly overestimated.  The original budget was overestimated by 25% and the estimation 
was $352.00.  The current budget is $216.73.  The actual cost of this prototype would be 
much higher than listed in the budget. The budget included only the things that I had to 
buy to make this prototype it does not include labor, tooling, and other additional costs.  
So how much would this Sheet Music Turner cost if it were to be mass-produced. 
 

4.5 Estimated Production Cost 
 
A production cost for the Sheet Music Turner was estimated by assuming that the tooling 
was available, so that cost was not considered.  To get an idea for a production run 
number the following steps were taken.  First, there are approximately 90 major U.S. 
cities, there are around 45 high schools per city, and each high school probably has 
around 50 students who use music stands.  Using these numbers, it was found that there 
are at least 202,500 potential users of this product.  The production run was based on 5% 
of the market.  This number was found to be 10,125 products.  The cost was calculated by 
analyzing the time and material cost per major section of the prototype.  The labor rate 
used in the analysis below is $50.00 per hour this includes overhead, etc… Several design 
changes should be made to the prototype to allow it to undergo a production run.   

 
Sheet Music Turning Mechanism 

Page frames  
 
The first step in making the page-frames mass-produced would be to make a universal 
page frame design.  The page frames would be changed from Aluminum to plastic.  A 
book on industrial plastics says that injection molding is a good process for creating 
10,000 parts or more [9], so the plastic pieces will be injection molded.  A polycarbonate 
plastic will be chosen because it offers good impact strength and is available in a 
transparent color.  In this analysis the cost of the Injection Molding Machine will not be 
accounted for because it is assumed the shop will already have those capabilities.  The 
industrial plastic book estimates that Polycarbonates cost approximately 7-8 cents per 
cubic inch[9].  An estimated volume for eight page frames is 84 cubic inches.  Therefore 
the cost of producing the frames would be approximately $6.72.  It would probably take 
an injection molding machine about 10 seconds per frame, so it would take the machine 
about 1 ½ minutes to produce the eight frames needed for a sheet music turner.  It will be 
assumed that the machine is fully automated and needs minimal human input, so there is 
no labor cost for the frames.  An estimated cost for the mold for the frame was based on 
the volume of the material for the mold and the complexity of the part that would be 
produced.  An estimate was found to be $500.00.  This means an additional mold cost per 
prototype would be $0.05.  This value is based off of a production run of 10,000 parts.  
The total price for all eight frames per prototype would be $6.77.  A drawing of the 
components that would make up the universal frame can be found in Appendix J1. 
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Center Supports  
 
The next part analyzed is the center shafts that the frames rotate about, there are two per 
assembly and they would be made identical in a big-scale production run.  The raw 
material is estimated to cost about $1.72 cents per prototype, it is assumed that it would 
take about 3 minutes to have this part drilled and welded.  Therefore, the labor time for 
both parts would be $5.00.  The total cost for these parts would be $6.72.  A drawing of 
the center support can be found in Appendix J2. 
 
Spring Support  
 
The spring support is a fairly simple part.  It is basically a couple of pieces of Angle 
riveted together to create a wall for the springs to bind against to advance the frames.  It 
is assumed that it would take approximately 4 minutes to do the drilling, cutting and 
riveting for this part.  Therefore, the labor will be $3.33 to produce this part.  The part is 
made out of aluminum and the raw material cost is estimated to be $2.00.  The total cost 
for this part is estimated to be $5.33.  A drawing of the spring support can be found in 
Appendix J3. 
 
Control Bracket and Lever Assembly  
 
This assembly is fairly simple it is just a couple of pieces of angle riveted together with a 
aluminum tube that pivots off of one of the angles.  It is assumed that it will take 7 
minutes to produce one of these assemblies; the resulting labor is $5.83 per assembly.  
The material cost for this aluminum assembly is $4.03.  The total cost for one of these 
assemblies is $9.86.  Therefore the total cost per prototype would be $19.72.  This cost 
only includes the raw materials not the spring or end caps.  A drawing of the control-
bracket can be found in Appendix J4. 
 

Foot Controls 
Foot Switch Base 
 
The base to the foot switch would be cast for a production run.  It would be molded to 
eliminate many of the parts that are currently in the base.  It would eliminate 7 parts.  The 
estimated cost of the aluminum for the casting is $1.80.  This is based on the cost of 
aluminum at $0.80/lb.  The estimated price of the mold is $900.  This price is for a 
permanent mold in a material such as iron or steel, so that it could be used to produce a 
high number of parts.  Labor was estimated to be minimal because the casting process 
would be automated by machinery.  Assuming the production of 10,000 units means 
there would be an additional mold cost of $0.09/base.  The total cost of the cast base will 
be $1.89/unit.  A drawing of the parts that will be combined can be found in Appendix J5. 
 
Foot Pedals 
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The foot pedals would also be a cast unit.  The unit would combine the pedal, the angle 
that sits on the axle, and the square tube that pulls the cable.  This would eliminate 3 
parts.  The estimated cost of the aluminum for the casting is $0.50/ pedal.  The estimated 
price of the mold is $500.  Assuming a production of 10,000 units this means 20,000 
pedals would be produced.  This means there would be an additional mold cost of 
$0.03/pedal.  Labor will be overlooked in this process too because it is assumed to be 
fully automated.  The total price of one pedal will be $0.53.  The total price per prototype 
would be $1.06.  A drawing of the components of the foot pedal can be found in 
Appendix J6. 
 
Cable Guides 
 
The cable guides are the last part that needs to be on the foot switch.  This component 
will be machined the same way that it was for the prototype.  The component is simple; it 
is just a tube riveted to the foot switch base.  It is estimated that it will take 3-minutes to 
produce this part which results to $2.50 in labor.  The price for the raw material of this 
component was found to be $0.25.  The total cost would then be $2.75 per part.  The total 
price per prototype would be $5.50.  The cable guide is a simple part a drawing can be 
found in Appendix J7. 
 

Total Cost of Prototype 
 

To determine the total cost of the prototype, the dollar amounts established above would 
be added to a labor rate for assembly of the finished product and then added to additional 
costs not included above.   
 

Table 4 – Prototype Cost 
Part Cost/Prototype 

Page-frames $6.77 
Center Supports $6.72 
Spring Support $5.33 
Control Bracket $19.72 

Foot Switch Base $1.89 
Foot Pedals $1.06 

Cable Guides $5.50 
Torsion Springs $50.96 

Extension Springs $3.58 
Cables $9.18 

Bushings $8.32 
Assembly Time (1-hr) $50.00 

Music Stand $50.00 
Miscellaneous $30.00 

Total Est. Cost $249.03 
Markup 5% $12.45 
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Total Customer Cost $261.48 
 
 
This seems to be a feasible value, but many of the numbers in this analysis are estimates 
and would need to be more specific in further development of this product.  Many 
changes should also be made to this product before it would ever be a mainstream 
product. 
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5.0 CONCLUSION 
 
From the testing results and customer interaction, several recommendations for further 
product development have been revealed.  First, to develop a foot switch that uses one 
pedal instead of two.  Second, to develop a more stable base that could support the static 
loads of the frames better.  Third, to develop a better system to dampen the impact 
vibrations from the page-frames to the book rest.  Last, to develop a control mechanism 
that uses one cable instead of two.  In addition to these recommendations to the current 
design, a better design would be a unit that is multi-directional.  A potential way to do 
this would be to use a series of gears with a stepper motor.  Although there are many 
recommendations for further development of this product, several major 
accomplishments have been made over the course of this project. 
 
A prototype has been successfully designed, built, and tested that consistently turns pages 
for a musician.  It was developed without battery power, so there will never be a need to 
change batteries.  All of the goals outlined in the Proof Of Design statement have been 
met.  The time to advance one sheet of music is ½ second.  This is faster than the average 
musician can turn a sheet right now.  The time to preload the sheet music book into the 
mechanism is around 45 seconds.  This is much less than the original goal of 2 minutes.  
The prototype turns 8 sheets of music.  The weight of the mechanism is 6 pounds, which 
is less than the maximum allowable weight of 10 pounds. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thank You, 
 
Andy Mitchell, MET Senior 
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Appendix A (Proof of Design) 
Sheet Music Turner 

 
Proof of Design Statement 

 
Goal:  Design, develop and construct a mechanism to attach to a music stand to turn 
pages. 
 
 
Design Objectives 

 
• The page turner will turn at least 16 pages of music (1 page = one side only) 
• The page turner will turn a page in 3 seconds 
• The page turner will have a total preload time of 2 minutes 
• The page turner will weigh no more than 10 lbs  

 
 
Testing 
 
I will test the device while playing my acoustic guitar.  Then, the device will be tested by 
2 people while practicing and performing violin.  It will also be tested by Larry Royalty a 
trumpet player. 
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Appendix B1 (Customer Surveys) 
 

Problem Survey – Sheet Music Turner 
The following survey is being used to establish a problem for a senior design thesis.  Please respond too some 

of the problems that have been observed to occur while musicians play music. 

PLEASE RESPOND TO EACH STATEMENT ON A SCALE OF 1-4.             Disagree..........Agree 
1.  Pages often get stuck together 1 2 3 4 N/A 

2.  Too many pages get turned at one time 1 2 3 4 N/A 

3.  Sometimes there are problems turning the pages fast enough to keep up with the pace 
of the music. 1 2 3 4 

N/A 

Questions or Comments? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________ 

Thank you for your time and assistance. REVISED –11/27/01 ATM 

 

Product Survey – Sheet Music Turner 
The following survey is being used to determine what properties the typical musician would like in this 

prototype.  The prototype will turn music sheets for musicians. 

PLEASE RESPOND TO EACH STATEMENT ON A SCALE OF 1-4.             Disagree..........Agree 
4.  Device and stand should weigh no more than 20 pounds 1 2 3 4 N/A 

5.  The device needs to be portable 1 2 3 4 N/A 

6.  The device needs a carrying case 1 2 3 4 N/A 

7.  What is the maximum # of pages turned at one time while practicing? (Page = front)  
2

Questions or Comments? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________ 

Thank you for your time and assistance. REVISED –2/7/02 ATM 
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Appendix B2 (Survey Results) 

Survey Summary
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Appendix B3 (House of Quality) 
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Performance                           
Turns pages quick   9 3 3 3   4 3 4 1.3 1.0 5.3 0.1
Won't break if bumped 9     9 9   4 3 4 1.3 1.0 5.3 0.1

Features                           
Easy to see the music     9    5 5 5 1.0 1.0 5.0 0.1
Minimal preload time   3 9     4 3 4 1.3 1.0 5.3 0.1
Cost 3         3 3 9 9 4 2 4 2.0 1.0 8.0 0.2
Carrying case            3 2 4 3 0.8 1.0 1.5 0.0
Portable            9 3 4 3 4 1.3 1.0 5.3 0.1
Mechanism and stand <=20 lbs       3 9   4 3 5 1.7 1.0 6.7 0.2

Abs. Importance 1.69 2.07 1.51 4.84 4.99 1.69 16.8     43 1.0
Relative Importance 0.1          0.12 0.09 0.29 0.3 0.1

Patent # 6,215,058 3           X X 3.00 2.00 X 1=Weak
Dir. Of Movement UP     UP UP     3=Moderate   
Target Value 4     4.0 3.0     9=Strong    
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 Appendix C1 (Important Dates) 
 

Important Dates 
Description Date Time 
   
Final Proposal Due Mon. Dec. 3  
Fall quarter classes end Sun. Dec. 2  
Fall quarter ends Sun. Dec. 9  
   
Winter quarter classes begin Thurs. Jan. 3  
Winter quarter classes end Sun. Mar. 10  
Winter quarter ends Sun. Mar. 17  
   
Spring Quarter classes begin Mon. Mar. 25  
Advisor sign off on project Wed. Mar. 27  
Tech Expo Fri. May 17 7:00am-6:00pm 
Tech Expo Sat. May 18 10:00am-2:00pm 
Oral Presentation Wed. May 29  
Final Report Due (CD-ROM) Fri. May 31  
Spring Quarter classes end Fri. May 31  
Spring Quarter ends Fri. June 7  
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Month       Oct November December January February March April May
Day 28-31           1-3 4-10 11-17 18-24 25-1 2-8 9-15 16-22 23-29 30-5 6-12 13-19 20-26 27-2 3-9 10-16 17-23 24-2 3-9 10-16 17-23 24-30 31-6 7-13 14-20 21-27 28-4 5-11 12-18 19-25 26-1

Task                                                                 
Product Research                                                                 
Patent Research                                                                 
Preliminary Budget                                                                 
Project Schedule                                                                 
Revise and Distribute Survey                                                                 
QFD                                                                 
Research Solenoids                                                                 
Research Ergonomics                                                                 
Research Simple R/S flip flop 
circuits                                                                 
Proof of Design                                                                 
Proposal Due                                                                 
Design Concepts                                                                 
Component Layout                                                                 
Homemade proto-type                                                                 
Get design approved                                                                 
3-Design concepts                                                                 
Begin Design Process                                                                 
Proof of Design (Develop with 
advisor)                                                                 
Design Freeze (No changes to 
be made)                                                                 
Order Parts or Find Parts                                                                 
Begin Fabricating Parts                                                                 
Begin Assembly                                                                 
Interim Report                                                                 
Oral Presentation 5-minutes                                                                 
Begin Testing                                                                 
Debug Design                                                                 
Advisor sign off on project (~1 
month before expo)                                                                 
Tech Expo                                                               
Tech Expo                                                                 
Oral Presentation of Report (~1 
week after expo)                                                                 
Final Report Due (CD-ROM) 
(~1 week after expo)                                                                
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Appendix D1 (Proposed Budget) 
 

 
 

Part # 
Qty Description Ind. Price Tot. Price 

1 8 Alum. Page Frames ------- $10.00 
2 4 12 V+ Solenoid $25.00 $100.00 
3 16 Torsion Springs $2.00 $32.00 
4 16 Clips $1.00 $16.00 
5 1 ½” Aluminum Shaft 18” long $5.00 $5.00 
6 4 Spring loaded clamps $5.00 $20.00 
7 16 Bushings $0.50 $8.00 
8 --- Miscellaneous electrical items $50.00 $50.00 
9 --- Hardware $40.00 $40.00 

   Total $281.00 
   25% Project 

Contingency 
$71.00 

   Grand Total $352.00 
 
Note: This budget is overestimated because the product has not been designed yet.  Some parts may 
not be used in this budget 
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Appendix D2 (Current Budget) 
 
 

Qty Description Part # Vendor/Supplier Price Tot. 
Price 

6 ¼ Aluminum Square 9008K17 Mc-Master $3.23/6ft $19.38 
1 3/8 Steel Rod (1018) ----- Home Depot $2.85/3ft $2.85 
1 ¼ x 1” flat (1018) ----- Home Depot $3.36/3ft $3.36 
1 12 x 12 x 1/32 Al. Sheet 88895K32 Mc-Master $2.80 $2.80 
1 12 x 12 x 1/8 Al. Sheet 88895K36 Mc-Master $7.86 $7.86 
1 12 x 12 x ¼ Al. plate 9246K13 Mc-Master $23.23 $23.23 
1 ¾ x ¾ x 1/8 Al. Angle ----- Home Depot $2.54/3ft $2.54 
2 1 x 1 x 1/8 Al. Angle  ----- Home Depot $2.95/3ft $5.90 

1 1 ½ x 1 ½ x 1/8 Al. Angle ----- Home Depot $7.98/3ft $7.98 
2 ¾ x ¾ x 1/16 tube ----- Home Depot $4.65/3ft $9.30 
2 ¼” x 1” Al. Bar  Home Depot $3.37/3ft $6.74 
8 Top Bushings 6338K415 Mc-Master $0.48 $3.84 

8 Bottom Bushings 6338K416 Mc-Master $0.56 $4.48 
2 Bicycle Cable 7’ ----- Montgomery 

Cyclery 
$4.59 $9.18 

4 Felt Blanket (4.5” x 6”) ----- Home Depot $2.51 $10.04 
8 Page Clip ----- Manarino’s 

Music 
$0.80 $6.40 

8 Page-turner Torsion Spring 9287K72 Mc-Master $4.90 $39.20 

2 Foot Switch Torsion Spring 9287K49 Mc-Master $5.88 $11.76 
2 Extension Spring ------ Hader Hardware $1.79 $3.58 

 Hardware ----- Home Depot  $30.00 
    Total 210.42 
    6% Tax 6.31 
    Grand Tot 216.73 
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Calculations 
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Appendix E1 (Moment of Inertia Calculations) 
 
 

  
 
 

Units are now converted from lbm*in2  to lbf*ft*s2 
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2 **002863.

/*174.32
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144
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ftinlbm =
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Appendix E2 (Spring Spreadsheet)
Units

T 0.42916667 ft-lb 5.15 in-lb
theta 0.5 rev

k 0.85833333 ft-lb/rev

I 0.002863 ft-lbf-s2 5.67004 lbm-in2

alpha 149.901036 rad/s2

Per Interval
(Radians) (Rad/s) (Rad/s^2) Total 

Time Torque i Torque ft-lb Ang. Disp Ang. Vel. Ang. Accel Ang. Disp. Deg. Rev.
0.00 5.15 0.43 0 0 149.901 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.01 5.14 0.43 0.0074951 1.49901036 149.5434 0.0074951 0.4294348 1.2029558 0.0162292 0.0031195 0.0023396
0.02 5.10 0.43 0.0224673 2.99444446 148.4714 0.0299623 1.7167148 2.4030417 0.064762 0.0124482 0.0093362
0.03 5.04 0.42 0.037368 4.47915831 146.6884 0.0673303 3.8577443 3.5945245 0.144904 0.0278528 0.0208896
0.04 4.95 0.41 0.052126 5.94604201 144.2012 0.1194563 6.8443442 4.7716987 0.2553545 0.049083 0.0368123
0.05 4.84 0.40 0.0666705 7.3880538 141.02 0.1861268 10.664281 5.9289132 0.3942282 0.0757767 0.0568325
0.06 4.71 0.39 0.0809315 8.79825378 137.1584 0.2670584 15.301317 7.0605987 0.5590884 0.1074653 0.080599
0.07 4.56 0.38 0.0948405 10.1698373 132.633 0.3618988 20.735275 8.1612944 0.7469913 0.1435831 0.1076874
0.08 4.38 0.36 0.10833 11.4961677 127.4641 0.4702288 26.942128 9.2256746 0.9545391 0.183477 0.1376078
0.09 4.18 0.35 0.1213349 12.7708085 121.6746 0.5915637 33.894104 10.248574 1.1779432 0.2264187 0.169814
0.10 3.96 0.33 0.1337918 13.9875543 115.2907 0.7253555 41.559811 11.225012 1.4130942 0.2716183 0.2037137
0.11 3.72 0.31 0.1456401 15.1404614 108.3415 0.8709956 49.904373 12.15022 1.6556395 0.3182392 0.2386794
0.12 3.47 0.29 0.1568217 16.2238764 100.8588 1.0278173 58.889593 13.019661 1.9010643 0.3654136 0.2740602
0.13 3.19 0.27 0.1672817 17.2324639 92.87691 1.195099 68.474129 13.829052 2.1447778 0.4122591 0.3091943
0.14 2.90 0.24 0.1769685 18.161233 84.43286 1.3720675 78.613676 14.574389 2.3821999 0.4578952 0.3434214
0.15 2.60 0.22 0.185834 19.0055616 75.5658 1.5579015 89.261179 15.251963 2.6088491 0.5014607 0.3760955
0.16 2.28 0.19 0.1938339 19.7612196 66.31702 1.7517354 100.36704 15.858379 2.8204281 0.5421294 0.406597
0.17 1.95 0.16 0.200928 20.4243897 56.72974 1.9526634 111.87937 16.390573 3.012907 0.5791268 0.4343451
0.18 1.61 0.13 0.2070804 20.9916871 46.8489 2.1597438 123.7442 16.845829 3.1826013 0.6117446 0.4588085
0.19 1.26 0.11 0.2122593 21.4601761 36.72095 2.3720031 135.90577 17.221791 3.3262441 0.6393549 0.4795162
0.20 0.91 0.08 0.2164378 21.8273856 26.39362 2.5884409 148.30674 17.516477 3.4410501 0.6614224 0.4960668
0.21 0.55 0.05 0.2195935 22.0913218 15.91572 2.8080345 160.88852 17.728286 3.5247714 0.6775149 0.5081362
0.22 0.18 0.02 0.221709 22.2504791 5.336882 3.0297435 173.59151 17.856009 3.5757429 0.6873124 0.5154843
0.23 -0.18 -0.02 0.2227716 22.3038479 -5.292662 3.2525151 186.35539 17.898838 3.5929166 0.6906135 0.5179601

Init. Ang. Accel

Spring Rate
Angular Deflection
Torque max def.

Mom. Of Inertia
(Moment per Rev)

Dist. Force 
at 3" Clip 

(lb)

(From Solidworks)

Linear Vel 
at 9.63" 

(ft/s)
Tangent 

Force (lb)
Distributed 
Force (psi)
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Appendix E3 (Page-Frame Calculations) 

 

 

      
  
Page Frames were analyzed as rods in bending. 
 
Material 6063 Al. ¼” Sq. Rod 
Yield Strength = 21,000 psi 
 
M = 9.63 in*(3.59 lb) = 34.57 in-lb 
C = .125 in 
IAA = 1/12*.25*.25^3=.000326 in4 

 
σ = MC/I 
σ = 34.57 in-lb*(.125 in)/.000326in4 = 13,255 psi 
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Appendix E4 (Book-Rest Calculations) 
 

 
 
Book rest was analyzed as a fixed bar bending upon impact of the page frame shown by 
Ft. 
 
Material Low Carbon Steel .050 in. thick 
Yield Strength ≈ 53,000 psi 
 
M = 9.63in*3.59lb = 34.57in-lb 
C = .025 in 
I = 1/12*(13.75in)*(.050in)^3 = .000143 in4 
 
σ = MC/I 
σ = 34.57 in-lb*.025in/.000143in4 = 6262 psi 
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Appendix E5 (Center Shaft Analysis) 
 
To determine the force on the center shaft, I used the forces produced by the torsion 
springs on the bottom of the page-frame. 

 

n 

s 

 
 
ΣM shaft = 1in*5.1
F lever = .534 lbs 
F shaft = 4.616 lbs 
 

 
Treat as distributed

V book rest = -6.15
 
 
 

5.15 lb
F shaft

n

5 lb-9.63in*F lever = 0 

 load 4.616 lbs/.75 in = 6.15 lb/in 

Max V =-38 lb 
 

 lb/in*(-6.19 in) = -38 lb 

44 
F lever
1 i
9.63 i
F shaft
 

 



 

 

M = 117.822 in-lb 

M at Rest = -.5*(6.15 lb/in)*(6.19 in)^2 = 117.822 in-lb 
C = 3/16” 
I = ¼*π*(3/16in)^4 = .000971 in^4 
 
σ = MC/I 
σ = 117.822 in-lb*(3/16in)/.000971in^4 = 22,751.4 psi 
 
Material = 1018 steel 
Yield strength = 53,700 psi 
 
Maximum Deflection of the beam 
 
Y = -w*L^4/8*E*I 
Y = -(6.14 lb/in)*(6.19 in)^4/8*(29*10^6psi)*(.000971in^4) = .04in. 
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Appendix E6 (Page Shearing Analysis) 
 
 

 

Force applied at right 
angle to page 

 
 
The page was secured with spring clamps at the top and bottom of the book rest.  A 
spring scale was used to apply the force.  Three pages were tested and the all ripped at ¾ 
pound.  The values in the spring spreadsheet Appendix E2 were then compared to this 
value and it was determined that the music sheet would not fail. 
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Appendix E7 (Control Bracket Design) 
 
The bracket undergoes combined loading of bending and tensile stresses.  The bracket 
was analyzed on the left side where the stresses will add to each other.  Refer to drawing 
#APT-7 for details on dimensions. 
 
 

 
First, the moment of inertia of the cross section of Aluminum was calculated. 
 

 
Iaa = 1/12*(1.4375in)^3*(.0625in) = .015471 in^4 
Ibb = 1/12*(.0625in)^3*1.5in = .000031 in^4 
 
A=.18355in^2 
 
I yy=Iaa+Ad^2+Ibb+Ad^2 
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Iyy = (.015471 in^4) + (.0898 in^2)*(.376 in)^2 + (.000031 in^4) + (.09375 
in^2)*(.373375 in)^2 = .041294 in^4 
 
Force per Frame = .534 lb 
Max Force = 7*(.534 lb) = 3.73 lb 
 
C = .405 in 
M = 3.73 lb * (7/8 in + .405 in) = 4.744 in-lb 
 
σ =MC/I + F/A 
σ = (4.744 in-lb*(.405 in)/.041294 in^4) + 3.73 lb/ .18355 in^2 = 66.8 psi 
 
Material = 6063 Aluminum 
Yield Strength = 21,000 psi 
 
How much does control lever need to move? 
 
The distance .75 in down from the top of the control lever is where the pin will hit. 
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Appendix E8 (Return Spring Selection) 
 
  
Based on geometry of assembly of music turner the lengths were found for the spring. 
 
 

 
 
Fpin = 3.73 lb 
∑MF = 1.5”*Fspring – 2”*(3.73 lb.) 
Fspring = 4.9733 lb ≈ 5 lb 
 
Spring Parameters 
 
Lo = 5.5”  Initial Force = 5lb 
Lf = 7” 
 
A spring was selected from the local Hardware store with the following parameters: 
 

Body Length = 3”  Spring rate = 2 lb/in 
Length = 5.5”   Force = 5lb 
Length = 7”   Force = 8lb 
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Appendix E9 (Foot Switch Base Design) 
 
The foot switch was analyzed as a beam in bending with a 100-pound load applied in the 
center.  Geometry for the foot switch base can be found in drawing APT-9. 

 
Material = 6063 Aluminum 
Yield Strength = 21,500 psi 
Allowable Stress = 10,500 psi 
 
σ = MC/I 
10,500 psi = (500 in-lb * (t/2))/((1/12)*6 in*t^3) 
 
t = .218 in 
I choose .25 in.Aluminum plate for the base. 
 
Design Stress = 8,000 psi 
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Appendix E10 (Foot Plate Design) 
 

 
 
Refer to Drawing APT-32 for information regarding the geometry of this part. 
 
M = 60 lb * 5 in = 300 in-lb 
C = t/2 
I = 1/12*2.5*t^3 
 
Material = 6063 Aluminum 
Yield Strength = 21,000 psi 
Allowable Stress = 10,500 psi 
 
σ = MC/I 
10,500psi = (300 in-lb*(t/2))/((1/12)*2.5*t^3)  
t = .126 
 
Choose .125 in. because I am already ordering that size plate. 
 
Design Stress = 10,800 psi 
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Appendix E11 (Foot Plate Angle Design) 
 
Refer to drawing APT-23 for information regarding the geometry of this part. 
 

 
1in*1in*1/8in Angle 
 
M = 5 in * 30 lb = 150 in-lb 
I = .021849 in^4 
C = .27 
 
σ =MC/I 
σ = (150 in-lb *.27 in.)/.021849 in^4 = 1853 psi 
 
Material = 6063 Aluminum 
Yield Strength = 21,000 psi 
Allowable Stress = 10,500 psi 
Design Stress = 1853 psi 
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Appendix E12 (Base Tube Design) 
 
 
The base tube was analyzed as a compressive member receiving half of the force of the 
foot switch base plate.  Refer to drawing APT-29 for information regarding specifics of 
the part. 

 
 
σ = F/A 
F = 50 lb. 
A = 6in*(2*t) 
 
Material = 6063 Aluminum 
Yield Strength = 21,000 psi 
Allowable Stress = 10,500 psi 
 
10,500 psi = 50 lb/12*t 
t = .000397 in. 
 
I choose to use 1/16 in. thick square tubing. 
 
Design Stress = 66 psi 
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Appendix F 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Drawings and Bill of Material 
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Appendix F1 (Drawing Log) 
 

Drawing Log 
 

Book Rest Foot Switch 
 

Drawing # Description Drawing # Description 
APT-1 Book Rest APT-22 Foot-Switch-Angle1 
APT-2 Book Rest Bracket APT-23 Foot-Switch-Angle2 
APT-3 Book Rest Clip APT-24 Foot-Switch-Angle3 
APT-4 Bottom Bushing APT-25 Foot-Switch-Angle4 
APT-5 Bottom Support APT-26 Foot-Switch-Angle5 
APT-6 Cable Guide APT-27 Foot-Switch-Base 
APT-7 Control Bracket APT-28 Foot-Switch-Base-Tube1 
APT-8 Control Lever APT-29 Foot-Switch-Base-Tube2 
APT-9 Lever Stop APT-30 Foot-Switch-Base-Tube3 
APT-10 Page-Frame-1 APT-31 Foot-Switch-Base-Tube4 
APT-11 Page-frame-2 APT-32 Foot-Plate 
APT-12 Page-frame-3   
APT-13 Page-frame-4   
APT-14 Page-frame-5   
APT-15 Page-frame-6   
APT-16 Page-frame-7   
APT-17 Page-frame-8   
APT-18 Page Pivot   
APT-19 Top-Bushing   
APT-20 Top-Bottom-frame   
APT-21 Top-Support   

 
Assembly Drawings 
 

APT-33 Foot-switch-assy 
APT-34 Music-turner-assy 

 
Solid Assembly Drawings  
 

APT-35 Foot switch Assy 
APT-36 Music-turner Assy 
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Appendix G 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Alternate Method Drawings 
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Appendix G1 (Method 1) 
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Appendix G2 (Method 2) 
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Appendix G3 (Method 3) 
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Appendix G4 (Method 4)  
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Appendix H 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Prototype Testing 
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Appendix H1 (Performance Survey) 
 

Performance Survey – Sheet Music Turner 

The following survey is being used to evaluate the performance of the sheet music turner. 

PLEASE RESPOND TO EACH STATEMENT ON A SCALE OF 1-4.             Disagree..........Agree 

1. Pages turn quick enough 1 2 3 4 N/A 

2. Pedals are easy to depress 1 2 3 4 N/A 

3. Music is easy to load 1 2 3 4 N/A 

4. Music is easy to read 1 2 3 4 N/A 

5. Prototype turns enough pages 1 2 3 4 N/A 

6. Prototype is quiet 1 2 3 4 N/A 

7. Overall device is easy to use 1 2 3 4 N/A 

8. Were you standing up or sitting down?  

What types of changes would you like to see in this product? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Questions or Comments? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Thank you for your time and assistance. REVISED –11/7/02 ATM 
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Appendix H2 (Standing Results) 
 

Standing Results
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Appendix H3 (Sitting Results) 

Sitting Results
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Appendix J 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Production Analysis 
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Appendix J1 (Injection-mold-frame) 
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Appendix J2 (Center Support) 
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Appendix J3 (Spring-Support) 
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Appendix J4 (Control-Lever) 
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Appendix J5 (Foot-Switch-Base) 
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Appendix J6 (Foot Pedal) 
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Appendix J7 (Cable-Guide) 
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 Appendix K 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Weekly Progress Reports 
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Weekly Progress Report (Mon 1/7/02-Fri 1/11/02) 
 

This past week was the first week of the quarter.  All I did was work on developing 
concepts for my project.  On Friday the 4th, I had my first group meeting with Dr. Dave.  
He suggested that I do the following things: revise my proposal and survey; choose one 
concept by using a concept selection process, and work on a draft of the proof of design.  
 
This week I revised my survey and proposal, I choose a preliminary design by using 
Pugh’s concept selection, and I developed a draft of my proof of design.  There have not 
been any problems so far. 
 
I am on schedule so far and I am ready to begin the design process next week.  I will 
begin the design process by drawing a layout of everything, so I can design it easier.  The 
first thing I will begin designing will be the frames to support the pages.  I may run into 
some difficulties in figuring out where the springs will mount. 
 

Weekly Progress Report (Mon 1/14/02-Fri 1/18/02) 
 

This past week I revised my survey and proposal, I choose a preliminary design by using 
Pugh’s concept selection, and I developed a draft of my proof of design.  Dr. Dave 
suggested that my concept selection method was hard to follow and he also requested 
sketches of each of preliminary concepts to go along with the selection method. 
 
This week I set out to revise my concept selection method and finish drawing sketches of 
my concepts.  I had trouble communicating them in 2D, so a 3D drafting method will be 
preferred when I begin my design process.  I also did not like the way Pugh’s concept 
selection was working to develop a good design concept because I did not have a Datum 
in existence for comparison.  I tried using a human flipping pages for the comparison, but 
it is very hard to use this comparison because it is not a manufactured item and 
manufactured qualities do not apply to it.  Therefore, I decided to change my selection 
method to the weighted objective method.  I also spent some of this week working out 
some electrical details of my preferred method. 
 
Currently, I am about a week behind schedule.  I was scheduled to begin the design 
process this week, but I did not get a chance to because I am still in my concept selection 
process. I am planning on doing the QFD analysis over the weekend, so hopefully I will 
be ready to begin design and will have a concept selected by Monday Jan. 21.  I will 
begin the design process by drawing a layout of everything in 3D, so I can modify the 
geometry and check for clearance issues as I design. 
 

Weekly Progress Report (Mon 1/21/02-Fri 1/25/02) 
 

Last Week, I selected the concept which I will use for my design project by using the 
weighted objectives method.  I finished my concept selection method and finished 
drawing sketches of my concepts.  I also spent some time working out some electrical 
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details of my preferred method.  On Friday, Dr. Dave and made some revisions to my 
proof of design statement. 
 
I began this week by finishing my QFD analysis.  I then began the design process.  I 
decided to start by determining what size torsion springs I would need.  This was more 
difficult than I imagined because I needed to know the time it would take a torsion spring 
to unwind so that my page-turner would turn at an acceptable rate.  I began by 
researching in design of machine elements book, but I could not find an example that fit 
my needs.  I have decided to use basic dynamics equations and assume constant 
acceleration between finite increments of time (.01 seconds).  I will start by determining 
the moment of inertia of my page dividers.  Then I will use the following equations and 
write a program or make a spreadsheet that calculates angular displacement, velocity, and 
acceleration of the divider. 
 

αI=Τ  
2**5. tto αωθ +=  

αθωω 22
0

2 +=f  
 
 
Currently, I am on schedule.  I was scheduled to begin the design process last week, but I 
did not get a chance to because I was still selecting my concept. Next week I plan on 
drafting a design on either solid works or solid edge.  I will then be able to determine my 
moment of inertia and select a preliminary torsion spring.  If all of this gets accomplished 
I will begin analyzing my page-frames for bending stresses. 
 

Weekly Progress Report (Mon 1/28/02-Fri 2/01/02) 
 

Last week, I finished my QFD analysis.  I then began the design process.  I began by 
trying to determine what size torsion springs I would need.  This was more difficult than I 
imagined because I needed to know the time it would take a torsion spring to unwind so 
that my page-turner would turn at an acceptable rate.  I researched in several design of 
machine elements books, but I could not find an example that fit my needs.  I then 
decided to use basic dynamics equations of angular motion and assume constant 
acceleration between finite increments of time (.01 seconds).   

 
αI=Τ  

2**5. tto αωθ +=  

αθωω 22
0

2 +=f  
 
This week I began modeling my design on solid edge and then I decided that solid works 
was easier to use.  I started by drawing the divider which will hold the pages.  Once the 
divider was drawn, I used the mass properties in solid works to find the moment of inertia 
around the axis of revolution.  This would be my preliminary moment of inertia to input 
into my excel program.  I then began inputting torque values until I found one which 
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worked and allowed my mechanism to advance in the desired interval.  I found that a 
torque value of around 35 pounds would be needed to produce the desired motion.  This 
seemed outrageously high to me so I tried to find the problem.  The first thing I 
questioned was the moment of inertia that Solidworks produced because the units were 
not right.  I did some calculations by hand and found a much different answer than 
Solidworks found.  I am currently trying to decide which value is correct.  I am planning 
on going through my work again to make sure I did not make a mistake in my 
calculations. 
 
Currently I am on schedule, but I have not selected a Torque value for the springs yet.  
Next week, I plan on solving my problem and then analyzing the page-frames for 
bending and shear stresses.  I will then analyze the dynamic conditions that they will be 
under during operation. 
 

Weekly Progress Report (Mon 2/4/02-Fri 2/8/02) 
 

Last week I tried to determine what the minimum torque value was to turn a page in 3 
seconds.  I had some problems with this due to the units in solidworks.  I questioned the 
answer of 35 in-lb of torque that I obtained through my excel sheet.  I thought the 
problem might be due to the moment of inertia that I was inputting in my spreadsheet.  I 
did a hand calculation and got a much different answer than solidworks, but I could not 
figure out why. 
 
This week I drew the frame up in solid-edge as well.  I got a similar answer to 
solidworks.  Then, I realized the units were incorrect.  They needed to be converted from 
(lbm-in2) to (lbf-ft-s2).  The conversion is as follows. 
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Once this conversion was applied to the solidworks moment of inertia, it was very similar 
to my hand-calculated moment of inertia.  The new moment of inertia was entered into 
my spreadsheet and I was able to determine the minimum acceptable torque value.  I 
selected a spring that would fit the geometric constraints and tried the torque value.  The 
time to advance was found to be about a quarter of a second.  The next thing I did was 
design a preliminary version of the page-turner that will be analyzed on solid works.  To 
do this I used experience to determine that if I used rods much smaller than ¼” they will 
bend really easy.  So, I drew the model with ¼” rods, they will be analyzed to ensure that 
they won’t fail and to determine if I can make the rods smaller.  I also selected a set of 
bushings that I will place around the top and bottom center supports.  The next item I 
worked on was determining exactly how I was going to attach the pages to the rods.  The 
clip needs to allow for easy loading of pages, have a nearly flat profile, and provide 
adequate support for the music page without ripping it while it advances.  I found what I 
believe will work at Manarino’s music.  It is a flat plastic clip that the pages can slide 
right in.  I plan on attaching these clips around the mid-point of every page. 
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Currently I am on schedule, still in the design process, but I did not get a chance to 
analyze the rods for bending this week.  I hope to do my Finite Element Analysis and at 
least start on the dynamic analysis next week. 
 

Weekly Progress Report (Mon 2/11/02-Fri 2/15/02) 
 
Last week, I drew up most of my model on Solidworks, verified my values for the torque 
of my torsion springs.  I also selected several commercial items such as solenoids, 
bushings, rods, and torsion springs. 
 
This week, I determined the value of force that would be required to shear a piece of 
music paper.  I did this by setting up a test where I secured a piece of music paper with 
two spring clips attached at the ends.  I then used my page-clip and a spring scale to 
determine the force at which the page would shear.  I did the test 3 times and each time 
the page ripped when a force of ¾ lb.  Was applied.  I then used the dynamics equation 
for tangent force to determine the forces of the vertical part of the rod rotating about the 
shaft.  The forces found were concentrated at the centroid.  I then divided by the 
projected area of the rod to determine the distributed force.  From that value, I then 
multiplied by the 3” segment to find the force at that area.  Next I used the forces 
produced dynamically to determine if the rods or book rest would fail on impact.  They 
both were found not to fail.  Then, I analyzed the shaft that the page-frames will rotate 
about.  I analyzed the shaft at the bottom of the book-rest, since that is the worst case 
scenario shaft.  I used a distributed load that is cause by the force of the springs every ¾” 
for analysis. 
  
Next week, I will design the bracket to mount the solenoids and try to finish my design 
work for the page-turning mechanism.  I then have to design some type of mechanism for 
the foot switch that will control the solenoids or try to find a commercial switch to do the 
job. 
 

Weekly Progress Report (Mon 2/18/02-Fri 2/22/02) 
 
Last week, I analyzed the pages for shearing in motion and analyzed the rods and book 
rest to make sure they would not fail during the dynamic loading conditions. 
 
This week, I finished modeling my music stand mechanism.  I also designed a bracket 
that will be used to support the solenoids.  I analyzed the bracket for bending and tensile 
stresses.  I also did some work on my senior design report and organized my information 
to get ready for the upcoming presentation.  I am about a week behind schedule on my 
design freeze and ordering parts, but I plan on finishing the design next week. 
  
Next week, I will design a simple foot switch to operate the solenoids because I could not 
find a commercial foot switch this week.  I will also work on my senior design report and 
presentation.  Furthermore, I plan to start ordering my components. 
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Weekly Progress Report (Mon 2/25/02-Fri 3/1/02) 
 
Last week, I finished modeling and designing the mechanism that mounts to the stand.  I 
also worked on my design report and presentation. 
 
This week, I worked on my presentation and organized my notes.  I have also developed 
a mechanism for the foot switch.  The FEA has not been done to the foot switch assembly 
yet, but I will do it over the weekend.  I also developed an electrical schematic that will 
control the switching of the solenoids. 
  
Next week, I will finalize everything in the design and I will finish my design report.  I 
will turn in my design report next Friday March 8 at noon. 
 

Weekly Progress Report (Mon 4/1/02-Fri 4/5/02) 
 
Last week was the first week of the quarter.  I built my foot switch and began working on 
my page turning mechanism. 
 
This week I worked on my page-turner further.  It is about 60% done and everything 
seems to be on schedule. 
 
Next week I will try to finish the mechanism. 
 

Weekly Progress Report (Mon 4/8/02-Fri 4/12/02) 
 
Last week I worked on the fabrication of my page turner. 
 
This week I continued fabricating my prototype.  I have all the parts fabricated and most 
of the components are assembled.  I should be done assembling the project by Monday. 
 
Next week, I should be ready to show you that my project works in theory.  I may still 
have to adjust some things to improve the performance of the mechanism.  It will be 
ready for proof of design the first week of May. 
 

Weekly Progress Report (Mon 4/15/02-Fri 4/19/02) 
 
Last week I finished fabricating most of my parts and had much of my project assembled. 
 
This week I continued fabricating the remainder of the parts.  I should be on schedule for 
the proof of design testing in the first week of May.  I have encountered one problem so 
far that I overlooked in the design process, the stability of the stand.  When the additional 
weight was added to the top of the stand, it made the stand unstable.  To solve this 
problem I will try the following things: 1) attach a plywood base to the stand that will 
increase the footprint or 2) add lead weights to the base to increase the weight.  Both of 
these techniques will work to increase the stability of the music stand. 
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Next week, I will modify things accordingly to make my project perform better.  It will 
be ready for proof of design the first week of May. 
 

Weekly Progress Report (Mon 4/22/02-Fri 4/26/02) 
 
Last week, I attached a plywood board to the base of the music stand to increase the 
stability of it.  Then, I started having problems.  I found out that the solenoids did not 
work as I had expected them to.  They were internally binding when a force was applied 
at a right angle to the solenoid.  I tried to get them working for 3 hours on Thursday and 
another couple of hours on Friday before I finally abandoned that idea. 
 
During the past week, I spent some time thinking about how to control my mechanism.  I 
decided to use an idea that I had about controls in the fall quarter.  The design 
incorporates two spring-loaded levers that will index the pages when a cable is pulled by 
a foot switch.  The design works similar to how a set of bicycle brake calipers work.  
Drawings of the new design are attached. 
 
Next week, I should be ready to demonstrate my project to you, it should meet all of the 
requirements that were mentioned in the proof of design statement. 
 

Weekly Progress Report (Mon 4/29/02-Fri 5/3/02) 
 
Last week, I spent most of my time building the spring-loaded levers and foot-switch to 
control the project. 
 
This week, I brought my project to school to verify the proof of design criteria.  I have 
spent the remainder of the week preparing my presentation and working on my final 
design report. 
 
Next week, I will still be working on my final report and presentation.  I hope to get the 
estimated manufacturing cost analysis done next week to input it into my report.  I also 
help to finish improving my project.  I need to put felt on the frames to reduce noise, 
paint the base, and find rubber angle covers to cover rough edges.  I hope to get it ready 
for expo by the end of next week. 
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